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we explicit the majn criteria for multiply charged 

ion production, we consider only measurable 

parameters which are the following : w and P the RF 
frequency and RF input power, B the average magnetic 

confinement field, q the ion charge, M the ion mass 
and Iq the ion currents. All the usual but not 
directly measurabLe plasma characteristics are 
excluded and only a few classical plasma rules about 
confinement and quiescence are included in the basic 
assumptions. They are then combined with ionization 
potentfals and CKOSS sections and result in the 
following scalings : q crlog w3r5, q ctlog B1.5, 
qff P"3, I%Y w2 3.'. These relations suggest a soft 
upgrading by increasing Ld , B and P. Experiments 
confirm the tendancies to a certain extent and allow 
further extrapolations. 

1. IMTRODIJCTIO~ ECRIS (E Lectron Cyclotron Resonance 
IOn Sources) were gradually improved and developped 
for different applications. Their high ionization 
efficiency and brightness are exploited for 
polarized ions and on line radioactive particles, 
tlowever their most dramatic break-through happened 
in the field of multiply-charged ions where the 

performances of mrlltimirror ECRIS are absolutely 
unparalleled. Since 1975, in our laboratory, thi.s 

Fig. 1 The impact of ECRTS on>Ilclear & Particle 
Physics : 
a) 1983 without ECRIS ; b) 1987 with ECRIS ; 
c) 1992 anticipation. 
Considered Accelerators : 1) GANIL, 1') MSU, 
2) UNILAC, 2’) SUPERHILAC. 2") ATLAS, 3) and 

4 ) Various Cyclotrons : LBL, KVI, JULICH. 

GRENOBLE etc..., 5) DOUBNA, 6) Synchrotron 

SATURNE, 7) Synchrophasotron, DOUBNA, 8) 

REVATRON. 9) CERN : I'S + SPS. 

Ia) 

type of ECRIS has evolued from a single large 3 MW 

power consuming prototype (SUPERMAFIOS) [l) into a 
variety of compact high performance sources (some of 
them built in small series) and among them our last 

prototype NEOMAFIOS entirely made of permanent 
magnets [2] [3]. In the present paper we will 
concentrate on the multicharged ECRIS which are of 
special importance in the economy of heavy ion 
acceleration, Such sources yield +- the same q/m 
particlesas a K = 400 cyclotron with a stripper$. 
We cannot describe all the cases of upgraded linacs, 
cyclotrons or synchrotons but in nearly twenty 
different cases the utilization of an ECRIS improved 
dramatically the heavy ion accelerators, On the 
Fig. 1 we show the ECRIS impact on heavy ion physics 
since 1983, by illustrating the Research fields of 
some well know accelerators working with ARC- 

sources, (Fig. la) then with ECRIS (Fig. lb) and 
eventually what should be the situation in 1992 when 
new heavy ion accelerators like the GSI Unilac + 
SIS, the Brookhaven Booster and the CERN Lead 
Injector will be in operation simultaneously with 
upgraded cyclotrons like those of MSU (East Lansing) 
GANIL (France), RIKEN (Japan) and IMP (China)... 
(Fig. Lc). Off course always more performing ECRIS 
are needed. The aims are to obtain higher charged 
ions and more beam currents. Scaling rules for ECRIS 
should link these aims to controlable parameters. 
Unfortunetely the ECRIS theory has its roots in hot 
plasma physics leading always to complex semantics 

[II I 121, 131, 1~~1, [51. Host of the ECR 
calculations involve the quantitative knowledge of 
RF ffelds in the ECR zones, particle temperature and 
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Fig. 2 Comparative results 

conventional sources, 

and Accelerators with 

strippers. 
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densi ty gradients, velocity distributions, ES plasma 
pote[iLials, diffusion times and lengths etc. but all 

these parameters cannot be easily evaluated (neither 
tllcorecically nor experimentally). In adcli tioii, illally 
l~~~-i~~~lence - threslloIds hinder simple extrnpo,Jations, 
\Je avoided this difficulty by assu~~~ing that the ECR 

plCXX3 is alWay* “laildly turbulent”, because we 
consider that the experimental tunings for 
optin,ization involve already the elimination of 
violent instabilities (thus we can ignore then) 
Then ttle scalings si:ould link the aims through some 
driving ECRIS factors only to those parameters which 
a r i: directly mea‘surable and monitored. These 
para’l,eteL’S are the magnetic field B, microwave 
tr?ilUeiiCy w, microwave power P, and gas pressure. 
‘l‘l~en remained the llartlest task : Cognize tlic “driving 
Cnctors of high charged ion production in an ECR 
,~lilSIIIJ In order to choose what is important let us 
review the basic features of an ECRIS. 
2. LcR plasmas Basic Aspects 

An ECR ZOIlc? is created wl~enever magnetic Eields B 

and RF fields E are superimposed and the electron 

gyrofrequency wn equa1.s the frequency blRF of the 

applied RF fields. In this ECR zone, a component of 
LIIE electrical RF fields is perpendicular to the B 

Eield, and electrons crossing the zone are 
accelerated (in the same way as ions inside the dees 
of a cyclotron), The energy gain !Je of tile electrons 

depends or, the value of : 
c/u their phase wi.th 

respect to c, and the time they stay insi de the ECR 

zo,,e, assutiling tllat collisions on t11e gas do not 
dmp out tile resoilance effect. If these collisions 
31 low tilt? electrons to reach energies above the 
Ionization potential of tlie gas, an ECR plasma is 
igrii.tecl. In general this llappens below 1 torr gas 
pcessul-e and the pl,lslila can tllen be maintained 
wi tl1out any electrodes or arcs down to 1O-9 torr, 
provj ded that two cascadj.ng plasma stages (the lrst 
a t > 10 -5 torr and tile 2nd at lower pressure with a 
good magnetic confinement) exist. The absence of 
eleccuodes wakes the ECRIS very robust, but the most 
uut scarlding feature is its flexibility whicli allows 
large variations of those plasii~a parnweters which 

ellaI: le l1igh charged ion foru~atiol~. ‘Plius it bec0111es 
possible to adjust tile following characteristics 
‘1 some eV to some e tile electron temperature (frolil 

KeV), no the neutral gas density (Eroln - LO’ to 

- lOI cL3), n the plasma density (froln 
10’ :o 10’3.“,-’ ), 7 the confinement (from < 
10-6 set to > 10-Z set), These characteristics surely 
arc awong the driving factors Inentionned earl.ier and 
they are connected to supervized parameters due to 
the following circumstances : Te is strongly related 
to clie microwave porter density P/V01 ; n depends on 
ihe gas pressure but is also limited by Ltle cut-off 
:re~{~.‘““cy UC0 for wave penetration, above whicll 

turbulence generally grows : (nc o - 1,2 10-8(w/27T)2). 
A :i i‘o1- ‘, , it increases with n, T and Te ; T the 
eXp*SUrS time of tile ions to electron bombal-dinenc 

(i e. the ion confi.neuierit time) depewls not only on 

Fig. 3b)ECRIS urototvpe MINIMAFIOS 16 GHz 
1. First stage plasma ; 2. Second stage 
plasma ; 3. RF injection ; 4. Gas inlet ; 5. 
Permanent magnet Hexapole ; 6. Extraction 
electrodes ; S. Solenoidal coils. 

The novel MLNLC@.L IU> can operate at 10, 14 
and 16 GHz. The radial field Br is obtained 
with a SmCog 0.8 Ts Hexapole, The solenoidal 
field Bz is variable 

Fig. 3a)MINIMAFIOS 16 GHz magnetic equipotentials 
with B,in and ECR surface B-0.44 to 

1.04 Ts. B,,, = 0.58 Ts. 

tlie value of the maglletic field but also UII the kind 

of magnetic Eield configuration, which determines 

tt1e particle l.osscs towards the walls r~ncl cllris tile 

RF power one has to couple to the plaslna. TLie better 

the confinement, the higher are the efficiencies of 
ionization and lrigllly charged ion pro(luction l:OL- 

tllese reasons, multimirrors (radial I” i I- r 0 L- s i n 

addi ti on to axial mirrors) are of great help Snc!l 

confinelilcnt structures are obtained by superposi rug 

solenoidal and hexapolar (or multipol.ar) fields. 

They are called lrB*in structures” because they 
cxliibit a surface of minimum magnetic field i:) their 

center (with a concentric egg- shaped ECR surface) 
(Fig. 3a), Tlley are utilized in all high performance 

ECRIS ; their confinement time -r geuerslly exceed 

10-3 second whereas for only axial mirrors, T is at 

least 50 times smaller (The ECR surface should I\ot 

intercept the walls if not the conf ine111er.t 
colli~pses). (Fi.g. 3s) shows the main colrponents of a 

Ir.odern ECRIS and also its axial and radial magnetiC 

fields. For feer!ing RF power into the first acd the 

second stage , microwaves are injecccd through a 

tight window Ion extraction is beyond the axial 

wagnetic mi.rror. 
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3. CENEHAI PRINCIPLES OF IiIGll CllARGED I06 PRoNm L-.--A- 

‘rile pt:obal)ilitjr of producting high charged ions by a 
single electron impact is poor. Therefore the only 
efficient way is by successive ionizations. iJe are 
then led to increase the exposure time T of the ions 
LO ~1 CIOLI:~ OE electrons of density n and velocity w. 
lhe p3r;~mete~ IWT determines the achievable (I. But 
the electron impact velocity w ShOUld exceed 
2.10v c:1,.s-’ (i e. the electron energy should be in 
the K t: v range and exceed the relevant Ionization 
Potfnclal I,[‘.). Fig. ba) shows typical mean charges 
q fox carbon ions versus ~TSJ [6]. They are obtained 
t11r0ugl1 “batch model” calculations which are based 
01, tire knowledge of ionization cross sections and 

..I assiune tl1at only the confinement time 7 limits the 
achicvahl e charge [7] NO other loss mechanisms are 
considered. Note the very slow quasilognrithwic 
j ncreasc of q vs IIWT ) wlii.ch is due to the 
quds i 1 ognr i thmic decrease of the step by step 
i. 0 n i. L n t i 0 II cross sections versus q (we will take it 

illto ucc”u:1t in our scaling rules). Only when nwr 
exceeds 1019, do highly charged ions appear and this 
relr’niris tl-ue for all elelllelits. 

in the theoretical batch model the ion production is 
governed by the following equation : dn,JdI = 
clq., ~7~. , , q - 11~ uq, q + , where nq is the ion 
<il~llt,i ty with charge (q), oq, q+, is the ionization 
CL-OSS secti “I, from charge (I to (q-tl) by electron 
illlpacc arid I is the ionization factor which is equal 
to a product of electron cur-rent density (enw) and 
conf incmellt rime (7). The above equation can be 
solved under such conditions that the neutral gas 
a coins are continuously supplied or the gas is 
i tij ected u:lder a pulsed mode. For ECKIS in cw mode. 
i e, for continuous gas injection, the production of 
ions ‘becollles equilibrated (dng/dI = 0) at large 
VGllUeS of the ionization factor and their incensit\ 
ratios are given by nq/nq-, = us.,, q/$, q+l 
(Fig. 4b) at equilibrium. The normalized total ion 
de:isity Q = Eq nq/no where no is the densitjr of 
neutral atoms injected, becomes saturated for the 
pulsed gas injection, meanwhile this increase with ; 
for tile continuous 9s injection. In the latter 
rhcorecical case the i.on fluxes for q = 1, 2, 3, 4, 
‘Illd 5 reach a saturation whereas q = 6 increases 
always The same thing would happen to the 
extraci..,l,le ion beams whose cilrrents are obtained by 
muLciply1r:g the previous ion fluxes by their 

respec ti.ve charge a, (Fig, 4~). If one plots now the 
ioin beam I9 vs q one sees that the batch model leads 
to a spectrum where the clxrents always grow with q 
(Fig. 4d) This is obviously unreal. Experimentally 
Olie obtains spectra where I4 grows vs q up to qopt 
and then decreases (Fig. 4d). We lwve to conclude 

char tile batch model becomes irrelevant beyond qopt 
This happens when particle losses perturb the Imodel, 

for instance when the confinement is just long 

enoueh to reach %pt without l.OSSC!S or i. f 
recombinaisons balance ionizations llowever when one 
collsidel-ers the spectrum only from q : 1 to qDpt one 
cni, accept the batch model, It can help to evaluate 
~~~~~ in ECRIS scalings [Z], 

Fig. 4 
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gives the fractions of charge distributions 
calculated for a carbon plasma of 
TI = 510” cmm3 , We = 1 KeV (w - 2 10’ CIII/S) 

as a function of (en+rw) under a) the pulsed 
gas mode (batch). 
1,) the continuous mode. At equilibriiwl the 
intensities are saturated. Only the highest 
challgt? e+ iticreases always. c) exhibj t:s 
quantit-ies proportionnal to the ion currents 
one can e*tract from the continuous pl.asma. 
They are represented in fig, 4d) giving I’ 

(-Js) ‘1 compared to a real carbon charge 

spectrum obtained which an ECRIS. 

4. =S - THEIR SCALINGS AND PERFORMANCES 

Ia 1987 we proposed some plain (i.e. oversimplified) 
scaling laws for ECRIS upgrading (21. They only deal 
with controlable parameter.5 and a few reasonable 
assumptions. Let us list them : 

In stleady state ECR plasnas I electrical 
neutrality is preserved ne q <q> ni <q> is the 
average ion charge inside the plasma. in addi.ti”n 
we a.ssume that the equation of continuity is 

respected i.e. the sum of particle creations and 
destructions i. s zero per time unit. At 
equilibrium one looses iq> t;lmns more electrons 
than ions, so one has to create <q> times more 
electrons. 
The upper electron density is limited by the cut 
off frequency of wave penetration : n a Wz,. 
111 order to mainuin electron cyclotron resonance 
inside the plasma the average magnetic trap field 
B liitist vary proportionnally to the frequency : 
B cc w. 

Ti : the ion lifetime in the B,,,,,, trap increases 
according to anbipolar diffusion laws : T~CC B1.5, 
(We consider that the plasma is mildly turbulent 
and discard the turbulent Bohm diffusion as well 
as the classical diffusion), 
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‘IlIe cne~-gy lifetime 0 iilside tire plasma Fs 

I : 111 i t is<! by CllC elcctr-on losses, 1>ecnusc dllc! to 

lll’ll h?ating the tncrgy is contained essenlially 

1 I, t I 1 e t? 1 f c t I- 0 i, s Blkt we also know that for every 

q ctial zerl i 0 n al-xi-ding _ a .- the wnll, ‘1 pl”slll;l 

21 ec I roils disappear in order to maintain tlie 

electriL:;ll neutrolitjj insir!e c::>e plasma ; so WC 

rilis’ll,l<: tllat 0 cc 7, /‘<q>. 

Tile ilC!C?dEd electron energy !Jc for reacl i11g a 

:,iven q is pro;>ortiunnal to IP, tlie ionization 

pi,t:erIl.i al , and IP illcrCI?SES li!re q2 irlsir:e a 

givc:ll sl~ell of the atom. IJe ~sswne t!lnl: : bJe cz qz 

is ro~lg\ily true for aI1 tile ion. 

[II stccl1dsti.c ECP. heating tile electron energy We 

~ncrcases more or Less Ii~warly wit.11 ti-,e RF’ power 

iI,’ t 0 ii certa i II 1 il!r: t iir a.‘jSii,,,c that (!.I, ; ir; 

~“-o~‘ol-t’0’\‘~;‘1. co I’ rip to P/n VOL - 1% ‘2!JntC. 

Be~~‘J:~‘i <1i,e considers ttre non 1 irisar bel~avi OUT 

\Jl!Lre cue 1 hecnrnes rather ~~roportional to e”’ 

YI::, s31iipl i fjcat.ion ue w-ite that < ‘1 i - ‘1 and 

ani\ that the ,,ecessary RF ~OWP_II fcr- 
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I, lil I i :>ear case, 
ciillll,i:lil~p i L’.lR al,ovz assrlril;~r.:cIIS 1,) c) cl) e) f) arid 

i 1 i NIL: ol:~r,iins P = ~ti~q~V~,B-‘.~ and P a (,~“~q~ V 

‘.I ! 1 e 1, i,u.y i’ 
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ii 1 :i i, 1-~2;is0:iaLly verified (i-if;” c, 7, 8). TllilS ChC 

sc,ll j I!~F, , th”u~h inaccnrace, 1 oak rcl evar1t to a 

<:a~-cain e:tlenC arici nllol~J fi!rtllrr exl:rapolat~.oI,s, for 
i ns , ilT,C c: “p to 30 c:iz, SUCll a project: is now 
1 ailr!r~i!e,l iii a joint t4SI1-G~-rrmt~le effort. Uany I:CRIS 
[~L-“c”ry,‘f.s were built .I1 I the world over with 
f- I e I t I t’ I 3 c i t2 2. cm~~rised I~~~.wuc:II %./a5 and 16.6 Cliz OIICI 

as p:edi c~ecl :ly the scaliligs tlli? 16 .6 Gllz MINII~lf~FIOS 
Sollrr-r~ j 5 by far rhe ~0~1. performing. Low ireqiiency 
1; 7 Il I S 1 I v ci 1 1.7,) c a s i e r technology aIll there f-01-e t.t1e 
ratio of “performance cvel- cost” is maybe in their 
favLlr, t.ut the a-lailablr currents and ctla~-ges are 
cle‘il-ly lur*er On tile other- hand ic is not yet clear 
Wl.C! llc~r- 1 arge or slnall i:m1s are !1ett:er. In Chc! 
i-izsr cdse t.tic? cor-ifinemcnt T should be longer, iii 
rtle sdcon(l CBStz tile power needs should be smaller 
CIIICI cor~ii i~tering q a P l/3 L.lliS is imporinn:. 

5 I’.CIIIS I’RISSI:NT ST’ATUS AND FU’IYIRE PROJECTS -._-. ______ 

0 r !: i ,; 1 0 we review the I)rescritly achi.eved q with 
0.~1, 1 !) n11d TG Gllz KRIS for two typical c~x-rerit:: 
:, :: I C.,II\ nnd T2 = 10 elii\. tlote tl~at the yields arc 
; i Ilkad 10 Lhe boil.irig Leinper-aLure of the eleirents 
(I! 1. Lasc~- evaporation or ovens sl~ould mitigate ttre 
<: t f~i.C t: ‘Tllc? rucurr of LllC ECRIS will once more be 
determined by its capability of increasing q and 19 
1~0 I heavy solid elellltllts. SollIe specific needs are 
alI-c!‘iiiy irequested for tlie next futul-e. d) Maximum 

ctidl-gerl 11cavy iolv, for ii ingl e accelel-ators in t-tie 
raii,;e or I - 1 elIA. b) Iii gl1i.y charged, very heavy 
i olis ((1 - 30j in tt,e r;i1,gC2 of te115 of CllA t-or 
cnscad i ‘ng machines. c) Hedi urn charged, medium lit-nvy 
I OliS (11 i 1.2) in the rni 11 imp range, d) Low currellt 
b li t. i!:<t.I-Plihfly charged ion::, for atomic physics. 011 
t1ie Fig. IO we also plotted with the help of our 
scalirlg I-III es the ex!xnpolated q and I for rhe 
30 Gllz I:cIII s , tl1e opcrat:i.oli of wbicll is predicted 
before 1992 191. 
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Fig. IO Slmlmry of the achieved q of different 

elements lor two Ion currents : 10 elIi\ and 

1 qln in CW. Are considered ECRIS operating 

at 6 A ( 10 n11d 1G Ctlz. Extrapolated results 

for the 30 Gliz ECRIS are proposed. 
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